
“THE DOOR
IS CLOSED”

2013 to 2021 … and beyond



In the beginning . . . 

• Seventh Lake Mountain Trail construction in 
Moose River Plains Wild Forest (October 2012)

• Motion to Appellate Division (February 2013)



Early filings and legal work

2013:
• Appellate Division granted permission 
for Protect to sue (March 2013)

• Filed suit Albany Supreme Court (April 
2013)

• Injunctions denied (August 2013)

From 2013-2016:
• Field work 

• Depositions
• Motion for summary judgment

• Injunction granted (August 2016)
Section of the Newcomb to Minerva Class II trail



Trial for 13 days (March-April 2017)

• Dr. Philip Terrie – Adirondack & 
Article 14 history

• Stephen Signell – tree counts & 
ages/sizes & forest impacts 
(grasses, invasive species, tree 
mortality) 

• Ronald Sutherland – impacts from 
habitat fragmentation & reduction 
of ecosystem function

•William Amadon – trail planning 
and construction (the Class II trails 
do not have the characteristics of 
an Adirondack hiking trail)

• Peter Bauer – tree counts,                                                                                      
proof of construction methods                                                          
and trail conditions, widths and                                                                     
trail signage

https://www.protectadks.org/the-trial-over-the-future-of-article-xiv-section-1-the-forever-wild-provision-in-the-nys-constitution/


Post Trial and Supreme Court Decision

• Post trial submissions (July 
2017)

• Supreme Court’s 2017 held that 
there was no Article 14 violation

• Supreme Court found that the 
evidence presented by PROTECT 
was largely credible 
• Historic meaning of “timber” 

= “all ‘trees’”
• Definition of a tree (one inch 

and greater dbh)
• Tree counts (25,000 total 

trees)
• Trail observations
• PROTECT appealed decision
• July 2019, Appellate Division, 

Third Department, overturned 
Supreme Court, finding no 
violation of forever wild, but 
ruled level of tree cutting was 
unconstitutional

Prepared by Stephen Signell and admitted
 into evidence over State’s objections



2021: Court of Appeals Opinion

May 4, 2021



Opinion of the Court of Appeals

• Discussion of Forest Preserve history

• Concluded that “planned 27 miles of 
snowmobile trails may not be built 
without constitutional amendment” (p. 
9)

• Disagreed with the App Div that the 
provision of Article 14 of the 
Constitution is “bifurcated”

• All members of the Court agreed that 
the provision is unitary

• “The forever wild provision ensures the 
preservation of state-owned land within 
the Adirondack Park (and Catskills) in its 
wild state”.



Violations of the Constitutional provision

• “Substantial change to the Forest Preserve . . . . that did not benefit the overall 
public interest”

• Destruction of 25,000 total trees
• “Class II trails require greater interference with the natural development of the 

Forest Preserve than is necessary to accommodate hikers”; not typical hiking 
trails:
• “removal of rock and grading of the wild forest”
• “same width as an interstate highway lane and enough to accommodate two 

SUVs, side-to-side”
• bench cuts require “clearing of the forest floor up to 20 feet in width in certain 

areas—a span wide enough to site a two-car garage “



Post Court of Appeals Decision

• Seeking Judgment 
• Final declaration that the State’s 

construction of the Class II trails 
violated the Constitution
• Granting PROTECT its costs and 

disbursements as awarded by the 
Appellate Division

• Seeking closure of unconstitutional 
Class II trails that were constructed 
before the injunctions were in effect

Seventh Lake Mountain TrailCamp Santanoni to Lake Harris



“Until the [People] say 

otherwise, however, the door 
is closed because the 
planned Class II trails are 

constitutionally forbidden”


